The fighting in Eastern Ukraine (the armed conflict in the Donbass Region of Ukraine (2014 – present)), that is a real war today, has provoked a great number of problems in psychosocial adaptation of soldiers and today the issue of the military men’s psychological rehabilitation is considered to be one of the most urgent and relevant problems. The paper aims to determine particularities of changing life prospects and strategies of ATO participants’ families in crisis situations after the implementation of the designed trainings. The survey involved the carrying out of psychological support for couples (38 persons) who were receiving treatment in the rehabilitation center “Khyriv-Rent-Invest” Khyriv city. The empirical survey included projective techniques: drawings “Island of my dream” and “Our House”. Psychological support involved individual counseling, group sessions with discussing life situations of both – men and their wives – and the art therapy. The carried out analysis has shown the peculiarities of life perspectives of ATO participants’ families. Thus, in crisis situations the way of solving everyday problems by men and women changes. These alterations concern building life perspectives, goals and means of their achieving. The psychological support of a couple in crisis situation involves family therapy, counseling, individual and group sessions. In this way life perspectives (recovery of time-spatial representations of the past, present and future) of men and women can be corrected. Psychological personality support of ATO participants’ families in crisis situations is aimed at harmonization of their life perspectives and activation of self-identity process.
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Introduction

Today one of the most significant issues in Ukrainian psychology is psychological rehabilitation of Anti-Terrorist Operation (ATO) Zone participants.

Naturally soldiers, mainly men, are the direct victims of military operations. They have been exposed to traumatic events, such as bombings, shootings and injuries. Militaries in Eastern Ukraine everyday see the death of their friends; young men often come back home disabled. The fighting in Eastern Ukraine (the armed conflict in the Donbass Region of Ukraine (2014 – present)), that is a real war today, has provoked a great number of problems in psychosocial adaptation of soldiers. The question is – how the society will live after a new war. The implicit effects of the armed conflict are as obvious and important as the explicit ones. The participation of soldiers in the conflict has serious implications for their physical and emotional well-being. The psychological emotional consequences of the heavy fighting are worsening. It leads to changes of soldiers’ life prospects that become more unpredicted and diverse.

The psychological state of a soldier who has returned to peaceful life is very important. The main reason is traumatic stress which often occurs during the war and becomes one of the major internal barriers to peaceful life adaptation. Post-traumatic stress disorders lead to the formation of specific family relations, special life scenarios and can affect the rest of their life. Most of the soldiers who have come back from the ATO Zone often dwell on their life paths: they are looking for new perspectives and values. The family members face a lot of difficulties in perception of men who have returned completely different from the war as well. As a result, the necessity for changes of life strategies of ATO participants and their families is quite obvious.

There are some studies which point to a causal link of military conflicts. In the paper “Civil wars kill and maim people – long after the shooting stops” Ghobarah, Huth & Russell claim that wars have long-term consequences on civilian suffering (Ghobarah, Huth, & Russell, 2003). In spite of the size of the health effects, an armed conflict has not received so much attention of public health research as many other reasons of diseases and death (Murray, King, Lopez, Tomijima, & Krug, 2002).

The local scientists Leontyev and Titarenko studied theoretical basis of individual life strategies (Leontyev,
2002; Titarenko, 2003); the investigations of traumatic effects on human social adaptation were conducted by Volodarska (Volodarska, 2004; Volodarska, 2014; Volodarska, 2016); Kennedy and Garret revealed features of the inner world of personality with disabilities (Kennedy, 2007; Garrett, 2003); Zelenova researched the phenomenon of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) among military men (Zelenova, 2005). Recent studies intended to determine the conditions of recovery personal resources and overcoming the effects of trauma (Carlson, & Ruzek; Kisarchuk, Omelchenko, Lazos & others, 2015; Lawrence, Smith, & Sega, 2016; Williams, & Pojula, 2013).

According to modern views on the psychology of personality, changes in creating life prospects, goals and strategies of their achievement have gender differences (Kalynauskas, 2011). Until recently, no particular attention was paid to the gender-specific aspects of the negative impacts of military conflicts. The indirect consequences of wars also affect women – arguably even more than men. Thomas & Neumayer analyzed the impact of armed conflicts on female life expectancy relative to male (Thomas, & Neumayer, 2006). Therefore, the issue of determination and correction of life prospects, goals and strategies of soldiers who have been in the area of armed conflict and their families is considered to be relevant. It is the key to their successful adaptation to civilian life.

The paper aims to determine particularities of changing life prospects and strategies of ATO participants’ families in crisis situations after the implementation of the designed trainings.

Discussion

Life strategy is a way of human life organization, the ability to adjust one’s living conditions in line with one’s values and individuality (Abulkhanova-Slavska, 1991). Life strategy of an individual is a quite stable formation, which is based on his/her value orientations and life senses.

Values may be described as some ideal goals that set the benchmark in evaluating certain events; most stable motivational formations which define life in general. They have a high degree of stability. Values are criteria for selection according to which a person builds his/her attitude to the surrounding world.

As a complicated formation, the coordinated life perspective means established ideas about the future, demonstrates the ability of an individual to the effective self-fulfillment, his/her willingness to make decisions and act independently under new unusual conditions. Such stability provides relative independence from the influences of the environment. Thus, based on values, life strategies are stable and resistant. They organize integrity of life and determine human existence. Life strategy is one of the regulators of social behavior.

In Leontyev’s concept, the life senses are considered in three opposite perspectives: “sense – value”; “sense – emotion”; “sense – absurdity” (nonsense) (Leontyev, 2002).

In the first case “sense” is derived from the fundamental opposition of knowledge and relations as a unit of objective knowledge of reality. Thus, sense is a unit of objective attitude towards reality. This first meaning of sense abstracts from specific form of its existence in consciousness.

The second one is the opposition of “sense and emotion”, where emotion is a direct expression of person’s attitude to certain events and situations, and sense is mediated by values and general cognition of oneself and one’s own life. The sense is an emotion with value, emotion, enlightened by opinion.

The third opposition “awareness – absurdity” has quite different origin. Its source is the “forming meaning motive” concept. Only when an individual’s activity and the general course of events are aimed at realization of sense-forming motives, the situation is considered to have a certain sense. Otherwise, it becomes absurd.

It is known that a person may not always perceive a crisis situation with some sense (this is the situation of returning a soldier from ATO Zone). Characteristically, the values of an individual in crisis situation change. Instead of being transformed into their own hierarchy of values, they become diffuse. The rejection of values dissimilated into the inner world causes conflict of the aims. For instance – the desire to “live well” and “do nothing”, “get money for nothing”, etc. In this case there is a gap in human interaction with reality, with others, the society, and, as a consequence, with self. Thus, a person starts experiencing conflicting emotions with other people and himself/herself, which creates cognitive dissonance.

The state of uncertainty is accompanied by various negative experiences: the emergence of frustration, feeling non-confident, confusion, oppression. A personality tries to adapt to the life with such defense mechanisms as sublimation, regression, isolation, denial, introjection, projection, rejection. Caring, politeness might be “reactive formations” through which a personality is trying to be protected against his/her aggressive instincts. Thus, the “cost” of errors in goal-setting, means of achieving goals, obtained results and missed opportunities of an individual increases.

Changes of the immediate circle affect the system of life perspectives and strategies of an individual. Especially it happens in crisis situations. An important stage in the process of life perspectives changing of ATO participants and their families is harmonization of their inner world, awareness of their value. In this context, the question of rethinking of life strategies of an individual in the new environment arises. It is important to take into account the psychological support technologies as well, which cannot be transformed according to person’s needs in a crisis situation because of low flexibility and imperfection.

Methods

The survey involved the carrying out of psychological support for couples (38 persons) who were receiving treatment in the rehabilitation center “Khyriv-Rent-Invest” Khyriv city (Sambir district, Lviv region,
Ukraine), where special services are provided for psychological rehabilitation of injured ATO participants.

The empirical survey included projective techniques: drawings “Island of my dream” and “Our House”.

Psychological support involved individual counseling (twice a week for one hour), group sessions (once a week for three hours) with discussing life situations of both – men and their wives – and the art therapy (family sculptures). These meetings were conducted throughout the rehabilitation period (30 days). The complexities of the participants’ problems, their needs and necessities were discussed. Changes in pictures were analyzed from the very beginning to the end of the rehabilitation period (the color, amount of new figures in the drawings, interpretations represented by a wife and a husband).

Results and discussion

In general, life strategies of men and women have clearly defined gender-role differences. Female consciousness is fundamentally different from that of men. Family values, housekeeping skills remain unchanged for women. Women interaction with social environment is characterized by providing space for dialogue, its filling and exploration. Professional activity, social activity, office success are desirable life values for men (Lindsay, 2010). Successful self-fulfillment of a man is associated with his career, status, and financial resources. Controlling interaction, establishing, maintaining or suspending relations are typical interaction stereotypes of men. Kalyonauskas indicates the main criterion of success in a man’s world: “All advantages in this world, competitive world, the world of achievement, the world of organization, are issued from these rules – to participate and win” (Kalyonauskas, 2011).

A comparative analysis of the couples’ life prospects in crisis situations was conducted based on Kalyonauskas’ highlighted patterns of specific male and female stereotypes of interaction with the social environment and people. For this purpose, the respondents were asked a number of questions about changes in the life plans and prospects. The comments of the couples were analyzed. While the interviewees were drawing the dream island (the technique “Drawing “Island of my dream”) they were asked: “Who would you like to settle on the island? Describe your life on the island. What would you like to change?” Answering these questions, the young couples showed anger, wished to stay alone on the island, to see nobody. The pictures were drawn with little details in dark colors (black, brown, a bit green). They looked more like a topographical map.

Analysis of the men’s drawings has showed their increased anxiety and self-doubt (76%). This was evidenced by thin lines or very strong pressure of a pencil. All women (100%) tried to control the process of drawing the house, not just decorating it, but making its detailed sketch. Then they criticized, ridiculed or devaluated their inceptions. Thus in men’s life strategies the interest from control and organization of actions has shifted to submission and criticism. Women changed their strategies as well – from strategy of filling the space to management and organization actions. As a rule, such changes occur mainly in crisis situations (loss of health, of material wealth, apartmen for living, work, opportunities of free life choice).

The analysis of the respondents’ answers to questions concerning the most important topics of men and women (Changing of residence, Changing living conditions, Changing work, Changing relations in couple, Continuation of studying, Childbirth, Reviewing family budget, Benefits) has made it possible to single out certain patterns in manifestations of their life perspectives (results are shown in Figure 1).
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Analyzing the discussions of life prospects themes, the most relevant topics for women are “changing relations in couple” (30%), “changing living conditions” (15%) and “having a baby” (15%). For men these topics are “continuation of studying” (27%), “changing living conditions” (17%), “changing of residence” (11%), “benefits” (11%), “changing of job” (11%) and “childbirth” (11%).

If a couple has hard times (living with parents, the lack of money to rent a new place of living, the need for treatment elsewhere, changing school and children kindergarten), the main cause of controversy is discussing and planning moving to another place.

Crisis situations have affected the changes in the activity of choosing alternative means to achieve goals. For instance, 71% of men began to manifest more passivity in solving household problems. In making decisions about relocation and finding another job the opinions of women had a priority. The same situation concerned the issues of the first or second childbirth.

The qualitative analysis of answers has led to the conclusion that senses and values of men are changing daily in crisis situations. Mixed type of stereotypes appears. Since stress causes regression in manifestations of psychological defense, the state of frustration, unwillingness to interfere in the solving problem arises frequently. The men have no significant values and senses, therefore, their lives are devaluated.

Specific goals and plans are the key point in researching human life perspectives. According to them a person intends to realize his/her values. It should be remembered that the development of individual life strategies is based on the adequacy of time representations of life prospects, meaningfulness of life path, future perspectives, past achievements and confidence in one's own capabilities.

For the men who were in the ATO Zone the past events were more important and predominant. In the discussions of significant life events they reminded parties with their friends, peers in the past. They tried to avoid talking about their traumatic participation in ATO, insults that have emerged during these events. Only sometimes they mentioned memories of what had happened. Remembering the traumatic situations men have noted unfairness concerning the pension, treatment, benefits and social insecurity (11%). Emotional excitement, shouting, anger, aggressive behavior could be observed in these moments.

Men could not focus on planning their family future. Although they have noted the necessity to obtain new occupation, education (entering university, taking training courses) (27%), to change job (getting visa to go abroad for job hunting) (11%); often their plans did not have a real background. Some of them attempted to change the profession radically in order to get larger disposable income. Temporary job with higher salary had priority for them. Men considered that they should live for the day, enjoy life, spend money earned earlier, not always rationally – to drink with friends, to have fun and relax. Apparently the military who saw death sought to live for the day without any ambitious plans for the future.

So, getting the question: “What changes do you plan in your family, work, rest?” — 65% men were pondering and pausing, started to look at their wives, trying to shift the responsibility for planning the future to them. Features of men’s life perspectives changes in crisis situations have emerged in such psychological defenses as rejection, avoiding and non-recognition of the problems.

If men cannot make a decision, women become active, try to take responsibility for themselves. Kalyauskas indicates “If there is no one to rescue and protect, the woman herself is going to do it. She has an instinct like wolf, which is protecting the progeny, without hesitation comes into the fight with the wolf and man ... This conflict is akin to a civil war – it is impossible to win” (Kalyauskas, 2011).

For one third of women (30%) the relationship with their husbands were significant. So they were actively planning such changes in the family as a choice of other rehabilitation center for their men, hospital for further treatment, new places for recreation with the husbands, moving to another city, changing job for both of them or only husbands, having babies, the selection of school for their children, continuation of their husbands’ education or changing the university.

Obviously, the role of women in finding sense of purpose by their husbands is extremely important. Further rehabilitation and welfare of the family depends on women. If a woman does not encourage the initiatives of her husband in changing life perspectives by his own (returning to his usual rhythm of professional activity, insisting on changing work habits, friends, etc.), then the passivity of her husband arises in organization changes, establishing dialogue with her and others. Such changes in his behavior lead to increasing negative effects in communication, rehabilitation as a whole. Moreover, during consultations women were insulted by the passivity of men in life plans changing, searching for the alternatives for future work, possibilities of solving life’s problems, domestic problems.

One of the reasons of women’s limitations in the life choices is their husbands’ injuries, instability in material welfare, work. Confusion of women in a crisis situation may change their life strategies stereotypes in behavior, their emotional spheres, which makes it impossible to change the life perspectives. Changing typical female stereotypes of interaction towards greater activity of women in solving life’s problems causes feeling of loneliness. In contrast, if a woman shifts responsibility towards a husband in building life perspective changes, she feels protected and confident, feminine identity is acquired. In this interaction there is no struggle for power, no boss and subordinate as well, there is harmony in the relationships. Awareness of woman’s identity makes her follow the life path chosen by her man. Consequently, the main woman’s task is to fill this space, to take the next
step in the cycle of interaction with a man, to overcome a pause between the end of one phase of interaction and the beginning of a new one.

The next step after having determined the problem areas in the relationship of the couples was to activate searching for the personal resources of the surveyed by applying art therapy techniques. The exercises were focused on the needs of the couple.

The drawings “Our House” that were performed during the second half of staying at the center have shown positive dynamics. 89.4% of pictures of men and women were more detailed and had vibrant colors. Men have become more active in the interpretation of images. The paintings included figures of neighbors, animals, planned changes in the place of residence, terms of house construction. More and more men actively took part in discussions about changing the profession (differences in desires to move to another country for work, the choice of new places for work, education and recreation), place of residence (88.2%). Strategies of therapeutic interventions were aimed at expansion of life perspectives changes of soldiers, finding their personal resources to support the implementation of these plans. In case of disability of military men, the possibility of changing profession was considered (variants of forms of education were discussed).

Therefore, discussion of new plans during individual and group sessions had a positive impact on solving internal family conflicts. Expansion of worldview orientations helped family couples with different religious believes (Catholic and Orthodox, Muslim and Orthodox and others) to resolve conflicts. The acceptance of personal identity (on the grounds of faith, gender and nation) helped to accept the dissimilarities in partner and to be tolerant in relationship.

Analyzing paintings of the couples, as well as comments of husbands and wives at the end of 30-day rehabilitation, a positive trend is noted. Answering the question “What can you change in your nearest future?” 95% of respondents mentioned opportunities of changes – enter the university, move to another place of residence, find possibilities to help their parents, to come back to the ATO zone after treatment in hospital and undergo rehabilitation. Future plans of couples have become more adequate to their material-based possibilities and estimation of physical resources as well. There were changes in the husbands’ attitudes to psychotherapy opportunities (especially individual). 67% of soldiers started actively showing interest in the psychological rehabilitation. If initially they were led by their wives, later they agreed to undergo treatment, accepted recommendations of doctors and psychologists.

During the group sessions the internal attitudes of couples have changed into positive ones. 89% both men and women have become more competent in the communication area, learned to detect their emotions and feelings, realized and tried to change their attitude to crisis events; the priority value orientations and life senses have been defined. This was confirmed by the changes in the group drawings and individual sessions in couples (at the end of rehabilitation). The couples began to show interest in each other, there were fewer expressions of anger, aggression in the statements, more creativity, positive views on the ways out of crisis situations, humor in assessing their own capabilities. Both spouses ceased to devalue their life path, exaggerate difficulties in overcoming the crisis (in the professional achievements, the difficulties of present and future plans). Thus, the person returns to reality, all memories become positive; an interest in new areas appears.

Consequently, during consultations a psychologist takes into account the particularities of individual life perspectives based on the development of individual life strategies.

**Conclusions**

The carried out analysis has shown the peculiarities of life perspectives of ATO participants’ families. Thus, in crisis situations (loss of health, material wealth, apartment for living, work and opportunities of free life choice etc.) the way of solving everyday problems by men and women changes. These alterations concern building life perspectives, goals and means of their achieving.

The mixed type of life stereotypes is peculiar for men: unwillingness to interfere in solving problems and shifting the responsibility to women. The state of frustration, manifestations of devaluing their life, absence of significant values and senses occur frequently. Features of men’s life perspectives changes in crisis situations have emerged in such psychological defenses as rejection, avoiding and non-recognition of the problems.

In crisis situations women change life strategies stereotypes in behavior, which are peculiar to their female nature and emotional sphere as well. Instead of filling and mastering space strategy women choose the strategy of management and organization actions. Women become more active in resolving their family life’s problems.

The psychological support of a couple in crisis situation involves family therapy, counseling, individual and group sessions. In this way life perspectives (recovery of time-spatial representations of the past, present and future) of men and women can be corrected.

Psychological personality support of ATO participants’ families in crisis situations is aimed at harmonization of their life perspectives and activation of self-identity process.
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ЗМІНИ ЖИТТЄВИХ ПЕРСПЕКТИВ ТА СТРАТЕГІЙ СІМ’Ї УЧАСНИКІВ АТО В КРИЗОВИХ СИТУАЦІЯХ

У статті проаналізовано проблеми психологічної реабілітації військовослужбовців, які брали участь у боєвих діях у зоні АТО. Описано особливості змін життєвих перспектив особистості в кризових ситуаціях. Дослідження включало психологічний супровід сімейних пар (всього 38 осіб), які перебували в реабілітаційному процесі самодетермінації розвитку особистості. Показано важливість розв’язання цих проблем, особливо в контексті гуманітарних небажань втручатись у вирішення проблеми, прояви знецінення свого життя, відсутність індивідуального та групового методу психологічної реабілітації.

Ключові слова: життєві перспективи, учасники АТО, психологічна реабілітація, кризові ситуації, зміни життєвих стратегій, психічні відчуття, місус адаптації.
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